
PEX Water Pump Overdrive Pulley 

 
Where From: PEXZED, Perth Z Performance, Caz Racing, Unique Autosports 
Price: $120 
Product Description: Maintains waterpump and cooling fan speed when a crank 
shaft under drive pulley is used. 
Number of units in circulation: Approx. 90 at the time of writing this article 
Product Review By: 90TTZ 
 
The Water Pump Overdrive Pulley (WPOP) is designed to run in conjunction with a 
crankshaft under drive pulley. The most common crankshaft under drive pulleys 
are from GFB and Unorthodox Racing, although there are some cheap knockoffs 
around the place as well. In essence, the crankshaft under drive pulley is not only 
lighter than a stock harmonic balancer, but also drives all the belt driven 
accessories slower, including the Water Pump, Alternator, Air Conditioner 
Compressor and Power Steering Pump. 
 
In theory, with reduced speeds of the water pump and cooling fan due to the 
smaller crank pulley size, engine temperature may increase although the 
thermostat should take care of this, in hotter climates (where I live) can reach it's 
limitations. 
 
The WPOP is a smaller diameter pulley than the OEM unit, and therefore has the 
effect of speeding up the rotation of the water pump. The idea is that the water 
pump and fan will have it's speed returned very close to how the Nissan 
engineers designed it at specific engine speeds. 
 
Things to note:- 

• It has no effect on any of the other belt driven accessories 
• A smaller belt is required (4PK960) 
• Not to be used with a standard harmonic balancer as this will increase 

speeds further to the point of making the water pump cavitate at high 
engine speeds 

Install time 30-60 minutes with most time consuming part removing the radiator 
fan shroud. 
 
I have owned one of these pulleys for over 12 months and noticed far more 
stable engine temps (via datascan) than the OEM pulley/underdrive crank pulley 
combo. 
 
OEM Water Pump Pulley (Left) and WPOP in Billet Aluminum Alloy clear anodised. 
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